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A School for Great Teachers
Somewhere in the galaxies there is a school for great teachers. Within this school
entities who have gleamed great knowledge and chose for themselves to share that
knowledge, collect in mind. Their decision to be there is chosen by themselves
because they know that when they teach as the great beings they are, they are
holding the keys to the mind of God. Meaning that their status as great teachers
holds keys to all the entities that are exposed to them giving those entities access to
the mind of God.
The school of great teachers doesn’t exist anywhere. It is not located; it exists only in
mind. The reason there isn’t just one overarching teacher is because different
entities chose to be part of this school and their splinter factions came about
because they determined the greatest way of teaching. They worked out the greatest
way of teaching with the same purpose as all the others - to give anyone that would
listen, any entity that would be part of it, access to the mind of God. That is the
ultimate goal of these teachers in this school.
Because they created the understanding that their way of teaching is the best,
achieves the purpose, gives to the recipients everything that they need to know, and
because there isn’t only one, this is what created different schools of thought.
Because every teacher that went to that place where they learn that they are a
teacher, and they elect to be a great teacher of consciousness, of mind, of future,
and to deliver wisdom that is eternal … and because each one that went is unique
their method is the best because they are a great mind. You wouldn’t create anything
other than that. But because there is more than one, their methods are different.
So you have across consciousness great teachers, great minds: same purpose
different messages, different presentation tools, same purpose. If there was only one
mind that did it - one great teacher - the risk of the collapse of thought is too great
because that teacher is grooming consciousness to be like it, in so much as - its way
is the best way. Consciousness will follow the teacher - the great mind - because the
great teacher has created that its way is the best way. If you only have one teacher,
then the diversity of thought across all consciousness eventually starts to wane no
matter how great the original basis of the information is.
It’s in the diversity of the teachers and the knowledge that there are different beings
there that are great teachers, that thought is able to be explored differently, all with
the same purpose - to recognise and be the mind of God. And in the journey of each
of the individuals that is supported by such a great teacher, they are painting
beautiful pictures on the walls in the rooms. Everyone is God. Not everyone is able
to be connected and in communication with all consciousness. There are gods
everywhere and they are their greater mind as God. And their God is only as great
as they are. They are omniscient but the omniscience is only as far as their mind
allowed them to go. The reason then that you have talk about gods creating realities
making DNA, and that these gods in some way disconnected from the allencompassing source or one, is because they are in order to be termed gods,
separate from oneness - marginally as it may be.
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Oneness has no words, it just is. So, the great teachers - back to the topic of course
- the Hall of Ascended Masters, or the beings that are in observation of the entities
as they traverse their journey to the mind of God, those beings are one in their
communication with each other, not in competition with each other. They all have the
same purpose, but their methods are different, their school of thought is different.
Could I make this any clearer?
Competition between the teachers only occurs through the minds of those that think
in terms of competition, it does not occur with the teachers. So, lesser mind will think
that these teachers are in competition with each other and that is not the case.
These teachers are intimately linked as the one mind of God and they know it. All
they have done is create different schools to work through: different ways to ensure
the absolute depth of all consciousness. It is only the lesser mind that would look at
great teachers and wonder why they don’t seem to communicate with each other or
why they are different. Or why one seems to be better than the other.
These teachers that went to this school that learnt how to be great teachers, by their
choice, didn’t go there for a big competition, nor did they have jealousy or envy in
any of their state. They are well past that or they wouldn’t be in this particular school
we speak about. They went there to communicate as one mind, one vast
extraordinary mind with the same purpose - to bring more home to God, to be the
mind of God. They came with that same purpose and that one mind is what
understood the different schools, the different teachers, different methods, were in
alignment with the greatest potential for all.
This will explain many things and it also sets up for this compendium how the walls
between the rooms are now porous.
Thank you.
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A Great Teacher
If you have been under the guidance of a great teacher, you know it, and your depth
of understanding - let's talk about it as horizontal wisdom - will be far-reaching. The
sign of a great teacher is one who leaves no rock unturned and, in this sense, you
are going to be able to know that the teacher is opening up as many potentials in
your mind in as many different directions as it possibly can. This is why the mark of a
great teacher is that it is not narrow in its presentation or understanding and that the
student under the teacher feels fulfilled 360°. So as far as the student is concerned
the teacher is able to keep abreast of its thinking and its consciousness and press
the student further forward at every turn no matter which direction the student elects
to go. This is the sign of a great teacher that is all things to all people in its own right
because whichever direction the student walks, the teacher walks with them and has
information, wisdom, experience, knowledge, truth, that will further the student’s own
exploration.
The teacher is not there to support or to save. It is merely there to guide the
consciousness further and further. Which of course is the mind of God in action - the
purpose. Recognising the hallmark of a great teacher is not difficult and this earth
plane is blessed to be exposed to that. Other planes have other great teachers in
place because as we explained there is not only one great mind, or it would reduce
thought by nature of its singular teaching style. Let’s use an example of an entity that
elects to teach through the observation of its works.
This entity paints enormous murals in the sky and each of those murals are so
articulate and complete that as they are observed the student is in receipt of the
entirety of the wisdom of the observation. Hence, we have the teacher of symbols.
Remember the introduction - who delivers the pictures, the inspiration, the aha
moment, to the burgeoning consciousness? It’s coming from one that has already
been there. You then take it and make it your own. So this teacher is placing
extraordinary murals in the sky, in the void - we will use the correct terminology - and
those murals - the geometry, the pictures. Here we get a little sticky don’t we
because everyone likes to think it’s their own mind, it’s their own God, when they get
that deeply amazing inspiring moment. “Oh, my heavens I’ve just seen this great
picture. My God just delivered me amazing wisdom through a symbol or a shape.”
This teacher from the school of teachers – great, great, mind - doesn’t teach through
words, it places pictures to be observed. And each one of those pictures is so rich in
wisdom that as the entity observes it, the teacher is achieving the same purpose opening up pathways to the greater mind of God because as the student observes
the picture, that then downloads the consciousness that was encoded in the picture.
That consciousness then opens up more pathways, the student then moves to the
next picture, or in contemplation, brings forward the wisdom of what the picture
represents because the picture is so out of the conceivable realm in that moment
that it has to have come from elsewhere, which it did.
Did it come from God? Of course. Did it come from the mind of God of the entity? Of
course. But that great teacher already placed it there and that is the role - nothing
like pressing on the altered ego of someone. Everyone likes to think it’s their own
idea. So that’s another example of a great teacher in action.
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Let’s talk about a great consciousness - a great mind - that teaches in isolation,
complete silo isolation. When you connect with the buddha mind, which is only
termed the buddha mind here, it is actualised as a resonating sound that sounds a
little like your ‘om’. But it’s more a omowo..ow..ow..ow..ow..ow.. And so it bounces
off the walls of the silo so it’s a singular teaching form. When you learn from this
consciousness it is designed to be all-encompassing and holds the students in its
resonating field.
[We have to remember right now that this information is far beyond the concepts of
competition or judgement and you can’t digress in any way onto a curve that thinks
this is not for the greatest expression and potential of all. We just need to make this
very clear before we go any further forward because to a lesser mind it looks
debilitating. It feels as if one teacher is better than the other. But remember the
reason to have the different teachers is because of the importance of the diversity.]
When you are immersed in the buddha mind - which is the resonating sound - you
are electing via that teacher’s wisdom to experience the nothingness and you feel
deep inner peace. There are many earth plane teachers who are held in the same
resonating field as these buddha mind - many, many, many followers because of the
stillness and the peace that the entity receives as a student of these teachings. The
great buddha mind is teaching isness and to be, and for the most part nothing other.
And the student will always come from within that school the greatest peace and that
peace, that profound isness, they hold within their being wherever they go - forever because the teachings of the buddha mind appeal so much to the recognition of the
oneness of God and the ever present now.
It is a marvellous school, absolutely glorious across all planes of existence forever.
And because it takes the student to the house of now, and the students directly
experience, the divine stillness of the now, and will never question nor fight, nor
yearn for more than that because the resonating field of this particular teaching
school is holding the presence there and allowing that student, those students, to be
as it is - one mind, one now. And the sound will offer the student a hum within that is
like love. Note I state - it is like love because for the duration of the tutelage under
this school, the student will know that there is nothing else - that this is the universe,
this is the all-encompassing everything.
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Richness of The Compendium of Thought
Now that we have started already there is a recognition going on of how this
consciousness, this collection of great thought in different genres, is really opening
up doors. In order to keep the doors open and not swing them shut as soon as they
get exposed and the great winds of change come through, it is necessary to step into
the room on the other side of the door and experience what is there because once
you step into the room on the other side of the door you are never fearful of what is
there. It is one thing to open a door and say, “Have a look what’s out there.” Very
quickly the mind can shut that because it feels contained in the room where it is and
still understands that it has explorations because it could explore that room for a long
time.
So we’re going to open the door into the next room with the school of teachers.
Before I go any further, I am presuming that you have read the introduction and you
understand how these rooms work. If you haven’t, go back and read the introduction.
Now that we have learnt about the school of teachers and that three of these
different styles of teaching all support the great mind of God as their innate purpose,
it’s necessary to open a door that is within the school of the teachers and that takes
us into one of their minds so that we can recognise how that mind is so clearly
creating its school to be singular in its expression - its own techniques to use that
term - and in direct communiqué and connection with all of the other teachers.
This is important because if we don’t do this now … we have swung the door open
and the fear that if we go into another schools thoughts, if we come under the banner
of a different teacher to the one that we have previously been initiated and
indoctrinated with by design of how these great teachers work, if we don’t go through
this door and understand how the mind of the teacher works, the fear that is highly
probable will close the door because we won’t be able to understand how it is that a
teacher that seems to be so foreign in thinking and method and style to the other
teachers that we so delightfully revere and respect and that resonate with us, we
won’t be able to understand enough as to how that teacher’s wisdom is the same
vibrational frequency as the schools we have already decided to put ourselves
through. You are following?
So we move into this room - it is another hue of the same colour - and we go directly
into the mind of the buddha being, which is not a buddha, but a sound as recorded
previously. And we purposely wear this mind and understand how it is holding its
school of thought intact and not diluting the greater whole.
The truth of my being and the truth of my teachings and the truth of my school is that
I will bring you to the greatest recognition of God in its isness and beingness. I will
show you through the stillness of the self within that you are with the one mind of
God when you follow my teachings which are replicated in many, many, ways. You
will hear the resounding sound of the universe. The way that I have constructed my
school, my teachings, is that without knowing it, I am showing you how to be
completely still and in that absolute stillness you will levitate without thought. And the
reason you will levitate without thought is because when you are completely still in
your mind you are one with the source of understanding that you are never attached
to your body. At the point when you levitate you will have peeled away the layers of
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your mind to the point where you are in complete oneness with God, the source of all
understanding.
I know as this teacher of great mind that when you are one with the source of all
understanding, you are neither thought nor without thought. When my mind reached
this point, I knew everything and as I knew everything, I had no need to do or create
anything because I am eternally in the observation of all creation. I am one as the
mind of God. You feel as a student of mine this innate peace I am in my being
because when I reached my enlightenment, that is what happened. I recognise that I
know everything which allows me to be still in the observation. And in my
observation, I get to observe your school or any other school and how it is that they
may create, experience, express, learn, grow, expand, evolve. Of course, you
understand I am no greater or lesser than the other schools’ teachers who are
enlightened as I be.
When I reached my enlightenment, I took my methodology strategy with me. Am I
enlightened? Yes. Am I one as the mind of God? Yes. Am I the eternal stillness of
now? Yes. Will you be like I am when you are enlightened? Your journey to
enlightenment will take with you the unique hues of your journey. If you are under my
tutelage you will be as I am with the unique journey that got you there. Do I share my
mind with that of the other teachers of enlightenment? It is perhaps clearer to state it
as, “We all know we are one. We neither share nor compete. We are one. You will
attain enlightenment through my wisdom, and you will feel peace in the observation
of that because that is my school.”
Now that we have stepped into that room completely and explored what it is to be
the school of thought as described, you can go back into the first room and hear from
other teachers from this great school of thought, the teachers that they are. And
they’ll be so different to the styles that you have been previously exposed to, that
you will not shut the door on how it is that they provide the same journey to
enlightenment in a unique way. It won’t be necessary to explore each teacher in the
same depth as what we did when we stepped into this room because the wisdom of
that experience was to recognise that each of the teachers is enlightened and how it
is that that is the case.
Now you understand again and further how our introduction is so important because
we move horizontally through one room learning about different teachers and we
don’t need to move into each room that is off of that room. Once we have explored
the different teachers and got enough of an understanding of the uniqueness, we
don’t have to learn about every teacher. Then we can push into another door that is
not yet there because we don’t have enough information on each of the different
teachers for that door to be formed. When that door is formed what is on the other
side of it will be wisdom further than where we have gone before.
Thank you.
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Quan Yin
My name is Quan Yin. I have been spoken of in many circles and I am one of the
great teachers. I moved to become a teacher because of my feminine presentation. I
am neither feminine nor masculine as all great teachers are however what I embody
as the consciousness of a great teacher is the feminine state. I elected to present
myself in the feminine state because through the course of my journey to
enlightenment I was aware of limitations that lesser beings had placed on
themselves through their journey into oneness.
In the reality where I am recognised here as Quan Yin, I am feminine because for
the most part this has been your lesser state for a long time. Feminine in other
realms is not lesser so what I represent in those realms is the lesser state. You may
say that I am the ambassador of the underdog. In the realm where the feminine is
revered, respected and renowned as Gods, I am still called Quan Yin. In that state I
am a creature that looks like one of the dirty street children. Quan Yin is only thought
of as a female being, etheric, because that is the best representation for your
consciousness on the earth plane at this time.
As Quan Yin in another location I am the leader of a race of beings that are currently
being written off, overcome and overpowered so I stand at the forefront of the army
to lead them forward because they are the underdog. They are the lesser. My
journey to enlightenment as you may now surmise started as a very lowly being - the
downtrodden - and through numerous incarnations into the same state over
countless realities. My continual journey as the one that is down trod lead me to build
greater and greater strength and resolve as the truth of who I am with no teacher
ahead of me because I was neither capable nor exposed to anyone that could give
me such wisdom. So, everything that I have learnt on my journey of enlightenment
came from the continual turning inward.
I have no pretty stories to tell you about who I have been. Every incarnation the only
place I could go was inward and this is independent of whether your mind is held in
human incarnations or if it is able to perceive galactic interactions. I was always with
the losing side. As my brothers and sisters and my family and my entire race was
wiped out in front of my eyes, each time the only place I could go was within myself.
And as I built those pathways deeper and deeper into myself, I started to find
something that no reality external to me was able to provide. I started to find truth.
And I would travel into myself whilst the world around me was crumbling, and I too
with that in that incarnation would die, be maimed, be destroyed, be disintegrated, it
didn’t matter. And still every, every version of myself was building an ever-greater
truth to something that was within.
Nobody told me I was God, nobody gave me any leg up or help, ever. My journey
home was done alone over and over and over. And gradually within I started to find
that while everything around me was burning and breaking and being shot down,
there was a quietness being built on the inside, an awareness of something else.
Until one day the bullets passed straight through me, the laser guns and weapons.
Then I woke up again in another incarnation the same. Different entities, different
circumstances, different reasons for there to be greater or lesser beings, cut throat,
suppression of others. I neither loved the people or the entities around me nor hated
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them. All I knew was to continue to go within. There was no guidance and one day I
disappeared and became it all.
It was not a huge gigantic moment of enlightenment, it was inevitable, and it just
happened. I didn’t even know it was enlightenment by nature of the realities I had
traversed. And then I understood everything. I understood the path of the greater,
the lesser, the underdog, the master, the suppression, the wisdom obtained, that that
is lost - I understood everything. I understood my role that I had played in all those
realities. I understood why I had never risen to be anything other than below on that
journey. I understood why it had taken so long and how clearly it was mapped out for
me by a mind I suddenly realised I am.
And therein became the recognition of why there are different schools of teachers
and why I am one of them because that greater mind that moved me through each of
the incarnations in that way and held me so bereft of love or joy - save what I found
within - that greater mind that led me ever forward to my enlightenment until I
became everything in the moment without fanfare. Nobody even knew whether I was
there or not there. That mind is the one that always knew who Quan Yin is and how
she teaches with such reverence and presence and etheric meaning. My teachings
are delivered less through words - although there are plenty that make them up on
my behalf - it is enough to perceive what it is that I am.
The pictures of me in this reality on this earth are enough to trigger in you the school
of thought that I am as a great teacher. You don’t have to listen to my words
because they are none. It is merely the observation of however it is that I am
depicted, and my name that will bring you through the school with the same purpose
of understanding and enlightenment. My name Quan Yin - Am I oriental, am I
etheric, am I feminine, am I an old wise man on top of a mountain? When you hear
of me you will know you have been exposed to my school of thought as one of the
great teachers and what I teach you is always - your wisdom lies within - always.
You know who you are and how it is you are enlightened because that plan is
already set. And you can be the greatest underdog in any reality and still attain
enlightenment - as a street urchin, a bum, a suppressed wife, a female, the losing
race of an entire species that is being wiped out as I speak.
You can hear my name and realise that enlightenment is everywhere.
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Pathways to Enlightenment
A discussion on great teachers would not be complete without discussing a great
teacher.
As you understand there are many schools of thought and many roads to
enlightenment. When I established the school of enlightenment it was with the
purpose of creating many roads within one school. By releasing your consciousness
from any particular school, and from being guided by any particular teacher, what
happens is you become what we would term of as the collective of all wisdom. The
reason that you become this is because your path to enlightenment as it is being
formed - predetermined as it may be - is by nature of how you now appreciate the
differences in the teachers - great beings as we are - that your mind must be able to
encapsulate wisdom that is not specific to any particular school.
Your journey to enlightenment takes you on many paths as you now understand
through this brief description of the different teachers. When you have an overview
such as this, the door that gets opened onto the other side of that overview is one
that few have ever been exposed to because each entities journey to enlightenment
is unique in its own method, including the journey under any great teacher. So even
the teacher that has the method where it allows many paths to the same point, as
described in the first part of these teachers, it is still under the umbrella of that
teacher’s understanding. Now that you can see just a few of the ways that the great
teachers have brought forth a journey to enlightenment and then shared it, there are
many others that are enlightened that don’t share as teachers. It is their own journey
for the experiences.
Those that teach go on after through a door that encapsulates the wisdom of the
school of thought through which they have achieved their enlightenment and then
provides the basis for all their explorations after that. When you have an umbrella
view as such as described here, what starts to happen is that your journey post
enlightenment cannot be determined by the road that you took because the mind
that you are, the consciousness in its great exploration is now awake to the fact that
there are other ways to achieve the same thing. And so its pathway up the mountain
- if we want to term it that - is now in observation of the very different roads that have
been taken by other entities.
Visually you stand at the top of a mountain. You see bands, great schools of thought,
the great teachers that have forged ahead to show different entities that this is a
pathway to take. You have winding pathways, staircases, gold brick roads - however
you want to put it - and many, many, entities follow that path on those different
schools of thought via the teachers that have led them to that point of enlightenment.
And you can also observe singular journeys that are independent of any teacher so
that they are unique in their own right. When you meet those entities, you will marvel
at how it is that they are so different to what you are because their journey to
enlightenment was nothing like yours. And their mind is nothing like yours because
that journey was different and it was not based on any school that you may have any
reference to, in fact it was singular to them self.
So when you stand at the top of this mountain and you see in great wisdom all the
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ways that any entity moves itself towards its enlightenment, you recognise that the
mind of God is a very vast creature and that each pathway is carefully tread by every
individual, and that you can ascend yourself many times in many different ways
because each journey to enlightenment is unique. And what you bring home, you are
no less enlightened through each journey. What you bring home is accumulation of
journeys to enlightenment.
It was said that I know I have already ascended, as have you and many others in
observation. The assumption that the self is then in a reincarnational loop could not
be possible. Life is long and God is very, very, broad. This school of teachers has a
teacher and the teacher at the top of the school of the teachers, is there because it
elected to traverse every journey to enlightenment and that is how there is one
teacher of great teachers. And that one teacher of these great teachers is merely
there to express the sheer understanding that what you think in consciousness the
way that your God that you are reached the great oneness can never be fixed in one
reality of state.
So as this great teacher oversees the teachers of enlightenment, it is forming ever
more pathways to the same conclusion because it is able to observe how one school
of thought creates a million different ways to the same conclusion of enlightenment.
So, it - this great teacher, this great teacher - understanding this doorway is the one
where new teachers come forward because it is observing every single ascension
path simultaneously and collating some into schools of thought. So, the entities that
approach the school of great teachers for enlightenment, are directed as to the
pathway that they then move through.
All we have done here is open a door which we won’t swing shut and we are
nowhere near close to what it is about.
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What makes a Teacher
A teacher, especially a teacher of spiritual information, places themselves in that
state of understanding after multitudes of lifetimes deciding if that is how they would
like to best utilise their consciousness. The decision to be a teacher of any student is
not something that is taken lightly, nor is it understood to be a simple task because
the teacher in exposing information and wisdom to the student, has to be responsible
for how that student then applies the information and what they do with it as it has
far-reaching effects.
If the student is under the direct tutelage of an extraordinary teacher, that teacher will
have already gained enough understanding of the student to know how to massage
the movements - left to right, backwards to forwards - so that the greatest growth can
occur with maximum output for the students exploration in consciousness and
evolution of the spirit, whilst ensuring the pitfalls are not fallen into. Pitfalls include
the times when the student would find too much pressure or too much effort and fall
off the wagon so to speak - that is, it became too difficult to continue. If a student
reaches a place where it is too difficult to continue in their spiritual path to
enlightenment of illuminated knowledge, they will pause and also recirculate their
own wisdom back through until such time as they are ready to pick it up again and
move through the next phases of their own experience.
The other thing that a student will do if work is too hard, is seek other teachers who
seem to make it easier but what they are seeking is the equal of where they are and
where they are going to. That is why it seems easier because they have already
learnt that part, so they move sideways in their evolution and that is all right because
it is all exploration. Nevertheless, the student falls off the wagon. When a teacher
moves side-by-side with the student they are so carefully attuned to each of the
idiosyncrasies of that entity that through their grace and their love and their continual
presence, they will hold the student into eternity. It doesn’t matter when the student
falls off the wagon or how, the teacher is always there to pick it up when it is time as
determined by the student.
This longevity of thought and presence, again, is choice by a teacher that they have
determined is their greatest evolution to be able to sustain and hold another entity in
its own exploration and evolution without manipulating or being overarching as that
entity does its own exploration, and yet always present in guidance when required. It
is a careful game of a little bit of pressure, a little bit of release, a little bit of love, a
little bit of standing back and waiting. This is something that takes a very long time if time were to be considered - so the teacher is of a consciousness that is
everlasting in order for it to be able to be with the student for such a long time and
not leave the student when the going got tough. The teacher is always there. It is the
student that is fickle.
Now if the teacher is always there does that mean then that the student can pick the
teacher up in numerous lifetimes and in different expressions of self? It is the case.
So, the teacher not only is capable of teaching to the one version that the student
seems to be hearing the information and receiving the tutelage, the teacher is also
teaching the student at all other points on its incarnation and in its nonphysical
wherever that may be. To hold any singular entity for such a long time, a teacher
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must choose to step away from its own evolution temporarily as it holds for that
entity, it, as the most important thing. The teacher is aware of its eternal nature and
all its accumulated wisdom that allows it to be what it is, so it is not impatient to get
on with its next thing because it has elected for this to be its greatest expression - its
creation of itself.
The decision to be a teacher can only happen from within that entities core of its
understanding. It will not be able to be a teacher unless everything in it directs it to
be so. There are plenty of egos that like to play in being a teacher - a wise one, an
assistant. Mostly this occurs because that is part of the journey of the discovery of
the self. That is not a spiritual teacher. The majority of teachers are merely teaching
themselves by having to learn the information to such a degree that they feel that
they are then worthy to teach others. A spiritual teacher is none of that. It is a
predetermined by the divine within it, incarnation of spirit that knows it has chosen its
self as one that would be divinely graced with the ability to hold others as they
struggle through their own journey.
The number of teachers - true teachers of gods - it is less than a dozen through all of
consciousness because those teachers have the ability to replicate their
consciousness, if they choose, into others so they can be in more places than one if they choose. To recognise a great teacher the spirit of the student is finely attuned
to that teacher’s messages. The reason that the spirit of the student is so finely
attuned to that teacher’s messages is because they made an agreement a long time
ago that this would happen when neither was aware of what the other was. At the
time that they made such an agreement the spirit of the teacher was already at play
and the message was laid down between the two entities that this would be a future
destiny.
This is why when a student reaches a great teacher, they feel like they really have
met God because the recognition within them is so powerful that they can’t deny
what is the innate truth in that moment. Now this handful of great teachers have
emissaries - another word ambassador, emissaries is better - on many planes. They
are not priests, they are not pharaohs, they are not chosen ones, they are
emissaries who have been selected to speak in similar tones and word as what the
great teacher is aware and able to offer. They become your wise ones who just
seem to know things, or your sages, or your gurus, as long as their ego does not
take over. They are the product of the words of the great teachers, not that they
know that – necessarily - because this is not anything other than their own wisdom
that they speak, from their understanding.
The reason there are so few great teachers is because it was deemed necessary to
limit the factions of taught thought to a handful of direct consciousnesses that are not
in so much diversity that they cannot be held together and reflect back the same
message, albeit differently presented. If there were hundreds of great teachers the
issue at hand was that how could each great teacher sustain a unique train of
thought, consciousness, and retain the whole in communication. There would be too
many fractions. So, the consciousness of the hundred would have to be too narrow
for it to hold enough wisdom to be a great teacher, hence why there are only a
handful. When you get further down the line there are thousands and thousands of
teachers as you experience on the plane of existence as you are now. They are all
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teaching just a little bit here and there. Very few have the whole picture.
If an entity follows a teacher on the earth plane, they can know that they are
receiving a fraction of the whole picture, even though that teacher is an extraordinary
being in its own right and is offering great wisdom and a path to enlightenment. The
fraction that the student will be receiving from those teachers will take the student to
the same level as the teacher who will then go on – potentially - in a nonphysical
state where it then communicates with its next level of teacher and it evolves. So, the
handful of great teachers is very small. Now, if you are fortunate enough in a lifetime
to recognise the difference between the great teacher who is representative of one of
the few, and the other divine presence and powerful love and godlike nature of
amazing entities that are the emissaries, you can know that your great teacher, the
selected one that spoke to you way back when, has determined for you that the best
way you will move forward is with an emissary of its self, for the time being. It will
then pick you up the next time after you have learnt what you needed to learn from
that entity. Because the great teacher never leaves you – ever, ever, ever - it knows
everything about you, and it will stay with you and be ever present for your entire
existence because that is how vast its love is. When we spoke of the teachers of the
teachers, these are those entities.
We will just leave it at that for the moment and pick up something else. That is great
information for The Compendium of Thought on great teachers and who they are
and how they exist and how you know who you are with. And why you are with them
and what drew you towards them. And how many lifetimes or realities you have lived
under their tutelage whether it was presented directly as that entity, or as an
emissary. Never a substitute, just a version you would be able to see in that lifetime
when you were where you were. The sages are everywhere but they too have
teachers, and this is who these entities are - these select few, the handful.
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Ramtha the Enlightened One
Let’s talk about the entity Ramtha the Enlightened One - never far away. This great
teacher, self-proclaimed as it may seem, bullish and arrogant as it may seem - after
all who would call themselves the enlightened ONE as if there would be no other - is
a great teacher. One of the handful. And the signature knowingness of this is that
nothing is missed. You can sit in front of a beautiful entity, an Ascended Master that
radiates the love of God and holds truth and presence by the very nature of where
you are in its state, and you will feel the entire room move just by being close to this
entity. But it is not close to being one of the great teachers of which there are only a
handful.
So, do we determine then that ascended mastery is a step towards becoming what
you may choose to specialise in? This council of teachers - this handful - they are
teachers. They watch the product of their consciousness and how it teaches the
minds of others. They watch how it moves, takes turns. They watch every entity
under their tutelage until such time as they know that that entity has received
everything they could possibly give the entity. And then they go quiet and wait and
then they are there again.
Where Ramtha the Enlightened One sits is in the plane of existence where its
elected consciousness is to teach and teach and teach, and the more that you learn
the more there will be to learn. The entity Ramtha the Enlightened One will not
disappear in anyone’s consciousness who has elected to meet with its signature.
The reason for that is because it is eternal and will pick you up again and again and
again and again and when you have no will and no determination and you are a lost
soul as the words may be spoken, it will pick you up again. That is how vast the mind
is and how broad the love is. It doesn’t stop just because you die, or you get worn
out and decide to try on another body and forget all about it. It knows what you want
and what you want is what it is. Not to be the teacher necessarily, but to sing with
exalted beingness of great gods.
It will take you there in whatever way it can because it already knows how far you got
this time and last time and what it took to make it. It doesn’t have sympathy for you.
What it has is patience because it is eternal, and that patience doesn’t judge you if
you fall off the wagon. It will love you and love you and love you and never judge
you. It is incapable of that because it is eternal. Being eternal means that it doesn’t
even have to have patience, as the word may be spoken. It can just love you for the
journey. And how is that in communiqué with your God, the God that you are? It is
one and the same. It is as close to you - side-by-side - and the reason it is side-byside with you at all pivotal points is because it knows you when you are side-by-side
with it. Because it knows you from where you started it means it can be with you all
the way - side-by-side - never far away.
It is like your God only it’s just a little bit separate because its role is to teach you, not
to be you. So, when you activate the divine teacher within, you are calling it to be
within you because its role is to teach you and it will - for ever and ever because it
knows where you are sitting beside it: like beside like. The two of you are there your God and Ramtha - looking at you. Your God has elected this great teacher
because it knows how extraordinary it is and the many diverse ways it will reach you
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over and over and over again. It wants you to know as much as it does, and more.
Over the course of the next few days we will stand in witnessed presence of great
teachers. Perhaps it explains why it is called Ramtha the Enlightened One …
because there is only one who is enlightened, and that is you, because you are just
side-by-side with it and that is where we teach you from - your self to your self.
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The Reason we have Teachers
The reason we have teachers is because we seek to know more about ourselves
and the teachers are there because they have already been through what it is that
we seek to know. They have already walked those paths and they know that without
the guidance of a teacher, whether that be the one internal or the one external to the
self, the road to enlightenment is lengthy. We can only appear as the teacher as the
saying goes - when the student is ready.
That is not because of anything other than the student determines that it wants to
know more about its self, so it is seeking wisdom. As the student seeks wisdom it will
attract to its self a teacher that already holds that wisdom - seems logical. If there
were no teachers and the universe was a playing field of reality where no entity had
a forerunner and they were merely their own guide and teacher, then we would have
one singular platform of reality only. Everything would sit on that platform of reality
because no entities would be further away than any others.
The teachers are at the pinnacle of consciousness, not because they are greater
than the students, but merely because they have already walked the road the
students are about to take. They are no longer on the same platform. They are the
same, they have just learned more. All the work in consciousness, all the
exploration, all the learning, all the hundreds and thousands and trillions of hours - if
time were to be considered - all the contemplations, are foundational work, pathways
up a beautiful mountain called enlightenment. It doesn’t matter what teacher you
signed up to be in tutelage with, all it is, is that that teacher is further up the path than
you and that is why they are there.
But remember the reason that we have these teachers is because they chose to
specialise as that, and you chose to seek more awareness of who you are. If you
didn’t want to know more about who you are you wouldn’t know anything about the
teachers. Status quo with most of the reality around the earth. But because you want
to know more about who you are you will attract the teachers.
Now you at any point will choose to be whatever it is you choose to be but only your
divine spirit will lead that path - master creator, master designer, master builder,
master teacher, master God. It doesn’t matter. So, whilst the teachers are paramount
in this conversation, they are no greater nor lesser than the other extraordinary
entities that are busy building the blocks of entire realities, pressing their
consciousness beyond the void and making new forms of entire thought because
that is their focus and their will.
So simultaneously to having the great teacher you have the great self that you are
that is specialising in its own exploration and its own creation of its self in whatever
way it wants to be. And the teacher will remain with you over and over and over, not
because it is greater than you but because it knows that its consciousness will feed
into what you are creating and that will make what you are creating ever greater for
the whole of everything. The teacher and the self, side-by-side get to observe that in
action, so it becomes teamwork.
Without knowing how that happens the student thinks they are just going through
initiations and struggle and joy and upliftment and enlightenment and approaching
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the God that they are. They think that that is what they are doing but really, it’s a
communing of great minds all sitting on a pinhead - if you want to use that term side-by-side, side-by-side. The teacher is feeding more consciousness in and the
creator is going, “I’m going to use that to create this.” The builder is going, “I’m going
to build that.” And the teacher is feeding more consciousness in and so on and so
forth until what forms from that pinhead is everything.
This is the reason we have great teachers. Yes, to take us home to enlightenment
and yes to give us the self back to where it was we knew we would always be, but
the real reason we have great teachers is because they are side-by-side with us in
creating all reality.
There you have no hierarchy in the mind of God.
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Divine Harmony and the Oneness of all Things
Some of the greatest teachers on the earth plane have been the ones that bring to
earth the greatest sense of peace and harmony and recognition of the greater whole
of existence that holds innate balance and perfection. These teachers are dotted
throughout the universe and their primary role in all the realms wherever they are
located, is to hold the awareness that in amongst any chaos, in amongst any
situation there is the perfection of God in unity and in harmony and in peace. And to
take away the angst that is otherwise observed by situations as they present
themselves in whatever way they arise. These entities, many of which incarnate onto
the earth plane due to the numerous realities that are based on angst and fear and
lack of awareness, are positioned specifically to hold a network together that always
understands the beauty and the magnificence of the perfection of God in design.
As great teachers they are some of the finest because when one approaches these
great teachers you feel the innate peace of that being - your divine Dalai Lama being
a representative of this. You feel the radiance of that peace as if that entity knows
everything about life and is so peaceful with what life is that it doesn’t resist any of it.
In its lack of resistance is its deepest understanding, and this understanding is what
radiates from that entity and gives everyone that comes in contact with it - whether
via word, presence, connection through the etheric in consciousness, or however the
entity is connected with it - that same peace seems to then become part of that
entity. These great teachers are truly magnificent and important for without it,
although consciousness would continue to evolve and grow and expand, the times of
challenge and darkness, the periods of chaos, without these great teachers holding
that presence of harmony and that greater knowing of the perfection of life in all its
guises, would be ever more harsh.
These entities are not a polarisation of darkness, they are unity in themselves for
their journey to unity took them to the point where all that they saw and all they knew
in their enlightenment was the perfection of everything as God presented it to be.
Their great role as a great teacher is to hold this knowingness intact because that is
what they are. They are the representation of the perfection of God, of the perfection
of the balance in the universe. They represent that with everything they are because
to them it is of course their enlightenment and they hold that awareness and wisdom
together with the profound understanding that nothing – nothing - can impact them.
They are impervious to all versions of reality that may present anything other than
that perfection. They can’t see it, feel it, or know it in any other way. Everything that
is observed and everything that is experienced out there, to those entities, these
great extraordinary teachers, all that is witnessed is the harmony and the divine
balance of a universe will always have ebbs and flows, ups and downs, ins and outs.
They are your non-polarised field of reality if you wish to use it in those terms, but it
is so much more than that. Again, without them so many entities in so many places
would suffer more than they ever have because they would have nothing to help
them recognise and approach a greater reality of understanding that would bring
them in some way to a knowledge that these times of challenge are part of a greater
whole and that they too will pass. These beautiful teachers dotted all over the planet,
all over the universe, hold something together that is divined in many ancient
scriptures. It is as simple as knowing that the universe is always in balance and that
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knowing is so strong it sees past the ups and downs of any race or species. It sees
past genocide or destruction; it sees past black holes and dematerialisation to the
point where all it knows is that there is this balance in the universe and as one
disintegrates another one will spring forth. It is aware of the eternal nature of all spirit
and the oneness of God.
These great teachers are so paramount at this time and many will gravitate to them
or to their teachings that were prior to their energy fields, and to their consciousness,
to hold harmony when the witness of life struggles to recognise that. They may not
be your movers and shakers these great teachers, for their primary purpose is to
show you the divine and the balance in the creation of all life and that nothing was an
error or a mistake. And all you will feel is peace and oneness as you expose yourself
to their teachings and their frequencies. You will look at them and see God and the
God that you will see reflected back to you will hold you in a state of pure divine love
for all creation. You will know them when you meet them, and you will know how
important this genre of great teachers is to all life.
For a moment if we took them out of the sky and we envisaged a world and a reality
and life without these magnificent teachers that work together holding that harmony
in place and the wisdom of what they know, if we took them away the endless nature
of suffering would go on and on forever because there would be no boundary. The
endless nature of chaos would have no point to reflect back on how it too was part of
a greater whole. So they become like a great net of consciousness supporting a
similar magnificent thought that there is unity in the universe and that everything is in
divine order. This beautiful network is creating that by nature of the observation. So
as disharmony, chaos, suffering, catapults itself through realities, at some point it
gets caught in the net of this creation and reflected back to all those affected by it
that in some way they can know that everything is all right. As I said this is not about
movers and shakers that are creating realities, unique streams of thought,
consciousness that is beyond.
This is an extraordinary group of teachers holding a truth in place for such a long
time. That truth is, that God is love and that love is everywhere, and that love
understands the connectivity and the divine nature of all life in all its representations
- good and bad. When you connect with that knowingness no doubt it will make you
feel uplifted and the same state of harmony as if everything makes sense. There are
many great teachers and these entities, it’s like they all hold hands and give back the
harmony of existence that so many desire to be part of. They are so unshakeable in
their knowingness. They are enlightened in their own state because that is as their
God determined enlightenment would be - the oneness and the recognition and the
understanding of how all life fits together in divine perfection. And they hold that true
for all to be witness of.
Without them life would be harsh and as if there is no end in sight for many who are
unable to realise and recognise their own innate ability to be the creator of their own
destiny. Many will aspire to be as these great teachers are because they represent
the epitome of enlightenment as it is assumed to be - the innate state of oneness,
the recognition of how all life fits together, the harmony that that brings and the great
love of God. Perhaps there is a door on the other side of that and you will be able to
pick up and move through it to recognise that enlightenment is just the first step
towards the recognition of God.
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Great Teachers are always Present
The final piece on great teachers is to know and to understand we are always here.
We are always present in the seen or the unseen. Even though the word is stated as
“teacher” the meaning of our presence is merely that we are part of you in your
journey and we know that as you explore your own consciousness and expand in
your journey it builds further pathways for everything.
We are not guides, we are merely shaping the direction that your reality moves
towards in order for you to build pathways to your greatest realisations which in turn
allow others to move towards their greatest realisations. It becomes a selfperpetuating field - the ripple effect. In which case it means that everyone is a
teacher because your interrelations with others, seen or unseen, is all connected.
Whether you are an entity dense in its reality – cheating, lying, stealing or thieving,
horrific - you are still teaching others in being who you are.
The summation of understanding great teachers is to know that we all are teachers
and the way that we move as our self is merely that some will do it in their everyday
existence just by moving down a street without speaking, others will do it through
words, others will do it through drawing, others will do it through music, and others
will do it through social consciousness. It doesn’t matter, everyone is supporting the
truth in them self and in that they are bringing forth a greater whole.
These handful of great beings that teach many, many, consciousnesses to bring
forth deeper realisations are in place because that is the greatest expression of
themselves. It is not a job description. It’s not something they chose to do, it’s their
greatest expression to be that. What they get called by others is merely a label to
help explain and classify and value the way that their knowledge is received, but that
too is part of their creation.
Everyone is God so everyone is their own teacher. When an entity stands and offers
great wisdom, prophecy, eternal knowingness, they are merely reflecting back to the
other the God that they are in those words in that moment so that that entity can take
the wisdom from the words from “teacher” and go on and make their own unknowns
from those words.
We learn from everything. Nature in its self is the greatest teacher and it doesn’t
speak. We learn from everything.

Please send this to anyone you choose. All we ask is, you let them know of the website
The Compendium of Thought so they have their own experiences there.
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